SCMR: Static Clustering based Multi-hop Routing in Wireless Sensor Network
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ABSTRACT

The most challengeable issue in wireless sensor networks is the limited energy of their nodes that are distributed in a field for collecting information from the environment. Thus, energy efficiency and lifetime of these networks consider one of important and controversial issues in this field. In this paper, a new energy effective routing algorithm is presented which is based on static clustering and multi-hop transmission. The SCMR (Static Clustering Based Multi-hop Routing) Algorithm is verified with MATLAB simulator. Simulation results show that the new method compared to previous methods such as LEACH, could balances the energy consumption, thus increase the stable period of network.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are new generation of networks which typically consist of many inexpensive nodes and these nodes can be connected wirelessly. The main purpose of these networks is collection of information data about the environment. Overall function of these networks is that the nodes collect the necessary information and then send to the receiver. Dissemination of information in these networks is largely similar to ad-hoc networks. The major difference of ad-hoc networks and WSNs is their limited energy resources and low processing capability. Therefore the diffusion and transmission of information in these networks is very important because incorrect routing will result in imbalance energy consumption and it will cause the energy level of nodes reduce quickly and the nodes die soon. So if we use the methods which increase nodes lifetime, the network lifetime will increased [1].

Each sensor node of WSN is consist of four blocks namely, sensing unit, processing unit, communication unit and power unit. The sensing unit measures a physical condition like pressure and temperature in the environment. The processing unit collects and processes signals obtained from sensors. The wireless communication unit is responsible for transferring signals. The power unit provides the required energy in order to carry out the mentioned tasks [2].

The sensors are usually distributed in areas that are not accessible by humans, such as forests or in war zones. So the sensors are not usually rechargeable. The sensors transmit their collected data to a BS (Base Station). Routing algorithm for the transmission of sensed data to the BS may play a significant role in reducing the energy consumption of sensors. In aspect of routing protocol, there are two different solutions from existing works, the first of them is flat routing and the second is hierarchical routing. In flat routing, each sensor node has the same role and sends its data to sink node directly which always results in faster energy consumption and excessive data redundancy. In hierarchical routing, the field is divided into several clusters, in accordance with the distance between the nodes and the hop count. For collecting the data from various sensor nodes, there is a requirement of collection point called cluster head. Therefore, each cluster consists of some sensor nodes and a cluster head [3]. Clustering is one of the most popular ways for routing in this type of network. Many routing protocol are based on this method, for example LEACH [4], DEEC [5], TEEN [6] and SEP [7] are some of them. In clustering algorithms, a cluster head is typically selected for each cluster, which is responsible for
receiving information from other nodes to collect and combine information and finally send it to the destination. Another routing method is data transmission from source to destination as a chain which was introduced and named “PEGASIS”. PEGASIS uses a greedy algorithm for transmit data to the BS [8]. In this paper, we propose a new method SCMR (Static Clustering based Multi-hop Routing), that is a hierarchical static clustering based method. SCMR omits the overhead of dynamic clustering and reduce the energy consumption and as a result prolongs the network lifetime. It uses static clustering and multi-hop routing. In this method, the clusters can be fixed, but cluster heads are variable in each round.

Then, in Section 2, we’ll see the related work done in the past. The proposed method will be described in Section 3. In Section 4 we will show the result of simulation. And then, in Section 5, conclusions are done.

2 RELATED WORK

So far, several routing algorithms have been presented for wireless sensor networks. One of the clustering based algorithms is Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH). It is an adaptive and self-organized clustering protocol proposed by Heinzelman [4, 9, 10]. The operation of LEACH is composed of some rounds where each round begins with a setup phase followed by a steady-state phase.

The clusters are organized in setup phase, and then in the steady state phase the data is transferred from nodes to the CH and then to the BS.

In this algorithm, at the beginning of round each node makes the decision of being the cluster head or not. This decision is made based on the random number generated by the node. If the value of T(n) function was smaller than the generated random number, the node will be selected as the cluster head. Otherwise, the node will be a normal node. T(n) is calculated as equation (1) [4].

\[
T(n) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{P}{1 - P \times \left( \frac{r \mod 1}{p} \right)} & \text{if } n \in G \\
0 & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]

P is the percentage of total nodes that will be selected as cluster head. r is the number of current round. G is the set of the nodes that have not been cluster head in the first 1/P rounds. When the clusters were formed, the nodes begin to transmit data to their cluster heads. Cluster heads also sends received data to the BS.

Another well-known algorithm is PEGASIS [11]. The main idea of this method is that each node receives data from its nearest neighbor and sends it to the next nearest neighboring. In this way, data transmit between the nodes as a chain. In every round, one node is randomly selected as the leader. The leader receives information from the neighboring nodes, collects and combines it, then sends it to the BS.

For example, in Figure 1, C2 is chosen as the leader node and receive data from C1 and C0 and then sends it to the BS. So each node will be selected as the leader one time in each n rounds [11, 12].

Hierarchical clustering algorithms increased lifetime of WSN considerably [13]. The paper focused on heterogeneity of nodes regarding their energy. It is assumed that the sensor nodes were equipped with small amount of energy and the nodes were not mobile. It was also given that the heterogeneous networks contained two types of nodes namely, type-1 node and type-0 node, where type-1 node was having more battery power than type-0 node. Cluster formation and cluster head selection was based on weighted election probabilities of each node.

In [14] an energy aware routing protocol was proposed to perform admission control, appointment of bandwidth requirements and the evaluation of sensor’s residual energy. By adopting selective forwarding method in accordance with sensor location, the delay of carried flows was optimized. The major limitation regarding this work is that the work completed with static sensor nodes without the consideration of node’s mobility.

A coverage based energy efficient algorithm was proposed in [15]. It was explained in the paper that multi-hop short range communication among the sensor nodes were more energy efficient than single-hop long range communication comparatively. Moreover, the paper was involved in making uniform distribution of CHs using non-overlapped cluster areas. The main purpose was to achieve higher packet reception rate irrespective to network longevity.

Another work in [16] proposed MG-LEACH (Multi Group Based LEACH) that also focused the aforementioned criteria in a different dimension.
such that same redundant nodes were located in the same area.

A review on energy efficient protocols for WSN was given in [17].

3 PROPOSED METHOD

As explained before the SCMR method is a static clustering based multi-hop routing method presented for WSNs.

3.1 SCMR METHOD

In this method, the field is divided into three nested concentric circles where the sink node is in the center of these circles. Each area of a circle minus its inner circle forms ring shape area which shows a group. With such a partitioning three main groups are formed. The radiuses of the circles are determined in a way that the area of the closer group to the sink becomes smaller than the area of the farther once. With these criteria the inner groups will hold fewer nodes than the outer once. Each main group is divided into four sub-groups. In this way, each circle is divided into four equal parts by two crossover lines which are numbered from one to four. Each partition obtained from the last division is considered as a cluster. Thus, the clustering type is static and clusters will be formed before the network formation and will not be changed until the end of its lifetime. Fig 3 shows the field partitioning required for SCMR method.

This model uses multi-hop data transmission. Each cluster head collects data from the normal nodes of the same cluster and sends it to the next cluster head. Here next cluster means the cluster in the closer inner group with the same sub-group number. This work continues until the node in the innermost main group receives information and sends it to the sink. To select the cluster heads in each round, the node with the greatest amount of energy will be selected as the cluster heads.

Dividing environment into two types of main groups and sub groups has two advantages:

1) As mentioned before, the main groups closer to the sink are spatially smaller than the farther groups [18]. Therefore the clusters formed near the sink are smaller than the farther clusters. Thus, cluster heads closer to the BS can spend more energy to transmit data between clusters.

2) The advantage of dividing each main group into four sub-groups is making the distribution of cluster heads more monotonously. It causes the cluster heads not to be concentrated in an area, and by scattering the cluster heads, the data transmission distance will be shorten.

For example, in figure 2 (a), suppose that you have a circle shaped field which should contain four cluster heads, if cluster head selection being done in a random manner, it is possible to have some close together cluster heads. In this way the maximum distance between some normal nodes and their corresponding cluster heads may be as large as the circle diameter that causes the high power consumption. But with dividing the circle into four equal parts, such as figure 2 (b), and assign a cluster head in the each distinct part, the distance will be shorter which implies less energy consumption.

![Fig. 2. (a) Choosing the cluster heads randomly in total of circle. (b) Choosing the cluster heads in each of the four parts.](image)

3.2 AN EXAMPLE

The proposed method is illustrated as following: Figure 3, shows an area in which nodes A, B and C are selected as the cluster heads in Sub group number 2 in three main groups 1, 2 and 3 respectively.

Node C, located in the main group 3 and sub-group2, collects data from normal nodes of its cluster and send it to node B, which located in the main group 2 and sub-group 2. Node B collects data from normal nodes of its cluster and fuses data received from node C with its own and then sends to node A, which located in the main group 1 and sub-group 2. Node A collects data from ordinary nodes of its cluster and fuses it with node B’s data and then sends all to the sink.

![Fig. 3. SCMR’s model](image)
3.3 FIRST-ORDER WIRELESS TRANSMISSION MODEL

First-order wireless communication model has been used for data transmission in this paper, which is shown in Figure 4.

![Fig. 4. The wireless communication model.](image)

The total energy consumed in the model showed in Figure 5 is calculated by formula (2) and (3) [19]:

\[ E_{TX}(L,d) = \begin{cases} LE_{elec} + LE_{fs}d^2, & d \leq d_0 \\ LE_{elec} + LE_{mp}d^4, & d > d_0 \end{cases} \]  

\[ E_{RX}(L) = LE_{elec} \]  

Where \( E_{elec} \) represents the energy consumed to send or receive one bit message, \( \epsilon_{fs} \) is the amplification coefficient of free-space signal, \( \epsilon_{mp} \) is the multi-path fading signal amplification coefficient, their value depends on the circuit amplifier model; \( d \) represents the distance between sender and receiver; \( L \) is the bit amount of sending information. \( d_0 \) is calculated by formula (4) [19]:

\[ d_0 = \sqrt{\frac{\epsilon_{fs}}{\epsilon_{mp}}} \]  

4 SIMULATION AND ANALYSES

Matlab7.8.0 [20] has been used as simulation platform to evaluate the performance of the new algorithm SMCR and compare it with LEACH protocol.

4.1 Simulation Parameters

Simulation scenarios in this paper are:

1. Sensor nodes are distributed in a square region randomly.
2. Sensor nodes are homogeneous and each node has a unique ID number throughout the network and nodes’ energy is limited. The node’s site is fixed after deployed.
3. The base station is in the center of circles with fixed location.
4. Nodes communicate with BS via single-hop or multi-hop

In this simulation, 200 nodes randomly within the square area of the 100m*100m, the base station is located in the center of the circles, the base station coordinates is (50, 50). We consider the radius of inner circle and second circle, 25 and 45 respectively. Figure 5 shows the simulation environment for this model and node distribution in the field.

![Fig. 5. Simulation environment in matlab.](image)

Specific parameters are shown in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>area</td>
<td>Packet size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100*100</td>
<td>4000bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodes number</td>
<td>Eelec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>50nJ/bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial energy</td>
<td>Efs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5J</td>
<td>10pJ/bit/m2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH proportion</td>
<td>Emp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p=7%</td>
<td>0.0013pJ/bit/m4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS location</td>
<td>EDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(50,50)</td>
<td>5nJ/bit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Analysis of simulation results

In WSN, the network life is divided into stable and unstable period. Stable period usually means...
the time from the beginning of the simulation to the
time when the first node dies, the unstable period
refers to the time from the death of first node to the
end of simulation.
When nodes start to die, the network operation may
become unstable and data transfer may become
unreliable. Therefore, the longer stable period
causes the higher network performance.
The proposed method increases the stable period of
the network compared to the LEATCH method
which uses a dynamic clustering protocol.

Figure 6 shows network life time until the death
150 nodes. First node dies in the round 838 in
LEACH protocol where in the new proposed
method the first node dies in the round 1165.
Therefore, the proposed method increases the
network stable period to about 300 rounds. The
percentage of stable period in whole lifecycle of the
network in LEACH Protocol is 55% where in our
SCMR protocol is 86%. The stable period
percentage in SCMR algorithm has 31%
improvement. This indicates that the performance
of improved protocol is much better than the
LEACH Protocol.
Figure 7 shows the network lifetime for total nodes
of network.

Figure 8 shows the energy consumption diagram
which proves that the proposed method consume
lower energy compared to LEACH protocol.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce a novel Static
Clustering based Multi-hop Routing method for
wireless sensor networks. In the proposed SCMR
method with partitioning the field into three main
groups and again partitioning each main groups to four sub-groups a new scheme for cluster head assigning has been defined. Then a new method using multi-hop routing and static clustering is presented. Matlab simulation results of these methods proves that SCMR method in compared to the algorithms with dynamic clustering such as LEACH has lower energy consumption and longer network lifetime.
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